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( ( ( ( ( Gaston(Bachelard,(The(Poetics(of(Space(!The(Listener(exhibition!presents!a!series!of!contradictions!to!orchestrate!the!manner!in!which!information!is!delivered!to!the!viewer!and!to!delineate!the!questions!posed!within!the!work.!In!this!section!I!will!discuss!how!two!pairs!of!opposing!conditions!(stillness!and!movement,!passing!time!and!single!moment)!create!residual!influences!within!the!exhibition.!It!is!important!to!state!that!I!am!not!trying!to!engineer!a!singular!response!to!the!artwork,!but!rather!instigate!an!open]ended!reply!to!the!work!from!each!individual!viewer’s!point!of!view.!!!!Stillness!and!Passing!Time!!In!sculpture,!momentum!creates!stasis.!Whether!carving,!constructing,!or!forming,!an!effort!is!exerted!upon!material!until!it!becomes!a!sculpture.!The!question!for!the!sculptor!is!when!does!the!work!stop?!When!does!the!material!become!sculpture,!and!how!does!that!sculpture’s!being!communicate!something!about!our!own!being?(
(In!ceramic!processes,!the!firing!of!a!work!signifies!its!becoming.!This!process!literally!fuses!the!material!in!place.!The!microscopic!geology!of!the!material!becomes!vitrified;!individual!particles!form!a!whole,!and!this!is!the!shape!of!the!object!for!at!least!a!few!centuries!(unless!the!object!is!broken!down!by!non]geological!forces).!!Time!is!a!corrosive!force,!and!ceramics!seeks!to!resist!this.!!!Stillness!and!passing!time!are!both!crucial!elements!in!the!Listener!exhibition.!
Imperfect(Spheres((a(portrait(of(my(father)!documents!one!instance!of!looking!and!freezes!this!moment.!Calendar!is!a!static!representation!of!movement.!It’s!easy!to!look!at!all!of!the!vessels!as!variations!of!themselves!and!to!imagine!one!form!in!an!animated!movement!inflating!and!constricting.!The!throw!marks!wrapped!around!the!pieces!winding!upward!show!the!use!of!rotational!inertia.!One!young!child!responded!to!this!artwork!but!running!in!circles!around!the!rectangular!grid!of!pottery!and!I!wondered!if!this!was!a!response!to!the!stillness!of!the!vessels,!capturing!the!memory!of!momentum.!!In!Richard(Wukich(Discussing(Pottery(with(text(from(his(1969(MFA(thesis(and(images(
from(his(farm,(patient!visuals!may!at!first!appear!like!a!still!photograph!until!the!viewer!sees!a!leaf!moving!in!the!wind,!or!a!bird!passing!through!the!scene.!Dust!reminds!us,!through!the!entire!film,!of!the!entropy!of!time.!Dust!accumulates!on!Wukich’s!pottery,!and!we!see!the!past!in!the!present,!and!the!fleeting!nature!of!that!presence.!!!
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Passing!time!is!the!invisible!force!beneath!all!of!these!works.!The!history!of!my!father’s!work!experience,!the!motivation!for!much!of!this!work,!occurred!because!of!a!natural!progression!of!economics.!The!vessels!were!made!through!time,!repeated!human!effort,!and!they!develop!from!ancient!tradition.!Song(from(a(Round(Room!is!a!temporary!encounter!that!suggests!residual!influence,!amplifying!the!resonate!chambers!of!the!vessels.!Richard!Wukich!is!aging!and!while!he!discusses!his!past,!and!other!images!of!the!deeper!past,!we!see!dust!settling!over!his!static!work!in!the!present.!!
!!
Figure!18:!You!
!Antony!Gormley!!
Listener!explores!the!potential!for!art!to!bear!witness!within!a!context!of!impermanence. My!interest!in!the!indexical!possibilities!of!artwork!was!reinforced!!during!an!internship!with!sculptor!Antony!Gormley.!Gormley’s!works!are!based!on!the!idea!that!sculpture!can!be!a!record,!a!registration!of!the!space!of!a!body.!Each!of!his!works!are!made!by!either!taking!a!plaster!mold!of!his!body!or!a!digital!scan,!capturing!this!space!in!a!meditative!moment.!!In!Listener,!I!consider!the!forming!of!a!pot!as!a!similar!record!of!a!moment,!but!rather!than!focusing!on!my!body!I!am!using!the!making!of!a!pot!as!a!metaphor!for!a!human!action.!In!the!same!way!that!Gormley’s!plaster!molds!record!the!physical!edge!of!his!body,!clay!records!the!potential!of!my!hands!and!of!my!spirit!to!shape!the!physical!space!I!exist!in.!!!!
!
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Conclusion!
!
“From(his(first(cry(as(a(baby(until(his(last(gasp(for(breath,(man(wants(to(get(out(of(
himself.(Art(gives(him(this(opportunity.”(
Richard(Wukich(
1969(MFA(Thesis:!BirdPman(in(the(Pot(Shop,(Or,(Can(Clay(Pigeons(Fly?(
!
!The!title!Listener!refers!to!my!actions!through!much!of!the!production!of!this!installation.!The!interview!with!my!teacher,!audio!recording!from!the!insides!of!the!pots!I!created,!the!communication!with!the!material!needed!to!throw!a!pot,!were!all!acts!of!listening.!But!the!title!is!left!open!for!other!interpretations.!The!potential!for!a!photograph!to!serve!as!a!document,!the!ability!of!clay!to!register!the!marks!of!my!hands,!the!possibility!of!a!video!to!capture!ideas!imbedded!in!ceramics!represent!different!capacities!for!expressing!each!artwork’s!potential!to!be!a!listening!device.!!In!my!work!I!try!to!be!sensitive!and!aware!of!all!of!the!external!forces!that!are!shaping!and!affecting!us.!The!goal!is!to!be!in!harmony!with!those!forces!and!to!fully!sense!them!in!a!moment!of!presence!and!contemplation.!Working!on!the!potter’s!wheel!encourages!the!type!of!concentration!I!want!my!work!to!instigate!in!my!audience.!The!correspondence!between!my!hands,!the!clay,!and!water!is!what!creates!the!vessel.!This!is!a!moment!of!fully!embodied!being,!and!the!result!is!a!record!of!the!correspondence!between!my!body!and!that!moment.!!The!circular!motion!of!a!potter’s!wheel!is!a!good!representation!of!the!momentum!of!passing!time.!Ultimately,!it’s!the!stillness!of!these!pots!that!reminds!us!of!movement.!The!permanence!of!pottery!and!the!fact!that!the!forms!will!remain!pots!so!much!longer!than!the!human!lifespan!help!us!consider!a!greater!continuum!of!time.!The!promise!in!creating!artwork!is!to!make!something!that!extends!beyond!myself,!and!is!more!far!reaching!than!what!I!can!achieve!solely!with!language.!The!question!beneath!all!of!this!work!is!“what!does!it!mean!to!make!a!clay!pot?”!A!pot!is!more!than!a!vessel.!It!is!a!place!where!one!can!consider!the!possibilities!of!action!in!a!given!time,!the!memory!and!influence!of!those!actions,!and!the!potential!to!shape!the!space!in!which!we!live.!!!!!!!!!
!
!
!
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